Wind Area Recital

PROGRAM

The Winning Play
Kincaid Rabb
(b.1993)

Saxophone Quartet
Justin McDonald, saxophone
Mickie Plunkett, saxophone
Gracie Vetter, saxophone
Alex Romero, saxophone
The Saxophone Quartet is coached by Shawna Pennock

Gaelic Suite
I. Procession
Bernard Fitzgerald
(1911–2005)

Isaac Tumbagahan, trumpet
Juiling Hsu, piano
Isaac Tumbagahan is a student of Barbara Hull

Oboe Concerto in D Minor, opus 9, No. 2
I. Allegro
Tomaso Abinoni
(1671–1750)

Reyn Isbell, oboe
Juiling Hsu, piano
Reyn Isbell is a student of Coreen Levin

Sonata for Trumpet and Piano
I. With Strength and Vigor
Kent Kennan
(1913–2003)

Eric Van Patten, trumpet
Juiling Hsu, piano
Eric Van Patten is a student of Barbara Hull

The Adventures of….
Kevin McKee
(b.1980)

Jorge Machain, trumpet
Jorge Machain is a student of Barbara Hull
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